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Dear Friends,
Some time has passed since our last newsletter, but I think that it has been worth waiting as this issue
is filled with interesting articles about CMPC and the world we live in.
CMPC had a very good year in 2007 and whom better to explain it that our group CEO, Mr. Arturo
Mackenna in an article in which he looks at the last year’s results, talks about CMPC’s growth strategy
and identifies the future challenges.
The key event for CMPC last year was the start-up of our new Santa Fe mill. This brought new challenges
of all types, one of which was adjusting our logistics to handle this new volume in a very tight shipping
market, along with increasing port costs and congestion. One of the articles in the magazine covers our
logistics setup, designed to ensure that our customers receive the very best service.
Wood availability is one of the most pressing issues in the forest products sector today, making all yield
improvements in forestry are of crucial importance to the future growth of our industry. CMPC has been
a pioneer in silvicultural technology in Chile, which has allowed rapid improvement in wood yields in
both our pine and eucalyptus forests.
There are many other issues that we would like to cover in this newsletter, like the forest certification
debate and the biomass revolution, but we will keep them for future issues.
Finally, we would like to thank all our customers, agents, shipping companies and port operators
that helped us to be fully successful in Santa Fe’s first year of operation: the results surpassed our
expectations.
Best regards,

Willie Mullins
Commercial Director of CMPC Pulp

“We will continue
with our ‘zero fault’
environmental
management
strategy”

Chief executive officer of cmpc

The company is carrying out new projects and studies
to ensure that its plants remain competitive and
comply with the environmental demands of the
industry, according to Arturo Mackenna.

“2007 was a very special year for our
company”, declares Arturo Mackenna, Chief
Executive Officer of CMPC for the past two
decades. This integrated forestry group
achieved consolidated sales of US$2.7
billion after increasing its annual income
by 35% thanks to greater sales volumes
and better prices in all business areas, with
the exception of newsprint. Expressed in
nominal dollars, its consolidated EBITDA
grew by 70% compared with 2006.
CMPC Companies has doubled its sales
and profits in just five years. How has it
achieved such high growth?
Our company has invested more than
US$2.1 billion in the past four years. In
2007 there was the fortunate coincidence
that the commissioning and consolidation
of new projects, in particular the second
production line at CMPC Pulp’s Santa
Fe Mill, was accompanied by favourable
prices. But, above all, the advances
achieved in the last few years, both
in sales as well as in profits, are the
outcome of an enormous amount of work
carried out by all the subsidiaries. With
effort, vision and initiative, each one has
developed the potential to create value in
its respective business.

How did the relevant prices develop for the
company in 2007?
In contrast to predictions made at the end
of 2006 by several analysts, international
pulp prices showed an upward trend
during 2007, although at a notably slower
pace than other raw materials traded in
international markets, like copper and oil.
What impact do oil prices have on CMPC?
They have a very significant effect. Direct
consumption of oil-based fuels represents
more than US$115 million, in consolidated
terms. There are also indirect effects.
Cargo ships and land transportation totals
US$300 million per year. Other supplies
and services also rely on oil in some way.
Overall, oil use across various areas cost
CMPC US$300 million per year. Therefore,
we must strive to be more efficient in the
use of energy in all of our processes.
What is the outlook for CMPC in this
regard?
Market conditions, both domestic and
international, have caused intense pressure
on the costs of our main supplies. In order
to remain competitive it is necessary to
double our efforts and thus counteract

these higher costs through strict controls
on consumption, and by seeking innovative
alternatives that will enable us to reduce
our dependency on fossil fuels, which, in
addition to being expensive, are also a risk in
environmental terms.
Regarding the environment, what
measures will CMPC Pulp take next?
At Pacífico Mill, the PROAMP project was
approved, which with an investment
of US$55 million, will improve the
environmental performance of the mill.
Substantial improvements are being
considered in order to reduce liquid and air
emissions, including the replacement of the
secondary treatment plant. This is likely to be
finished towards the end of 2009, although
some of the environmental benefits will be
seen before then.
At Laja Mill during the second half of
2007, studies to propose long-term
modernization alternatives were initiated
so that the mill can remain competitive
and in compliance with the industry’s
environmental requirements. The objective
is to produce the necessary technical and
economic information to make investment
decisions during 2008.
In general, we will continue to implement
the ‘Zero Fault Strategy’ in three main
areas: firstly, modernising installations
to minimize environmental risks, which
in 2007 meant driving forward projects
totalling US$3 million; secondly, bringing
all operational and emergency procedures
up to date, and lastly, developing training
for all staff and independent contractors
in order to improve the management of
environmental issues. In this regard, all the
mills successfully applied for recertification
to the ISO 14.001, ISO 9.001 and OSHAS
18.001 Standards.
What was the key event in the forestry
business of CMPC in 2007?
Our subsidiary CMPC Forestry obtained a
record number of plantations with over
30,000 hectares during the financial year,
with 17,300 hectares of pine and 13,000 of
eucalyptus.
In Argentina we have forestry estates of
67,000 hectares of plantations in which
trading in sawn wood has been initiated
in order to provide finance and to gain
market knowledge for a potential sawing
unit to be installed in the area, which is
currently being evaluated.
In Chile, a plywood mill was commissioned

which, with an investment of US$70 million,
will produce 250,000 m3 high quality boards
a year. In October the first shipment was
sent to Europe, and in November production
started in two shifts. Fortunately for the
project, market conditions have not been
overly affected by the real-estate crisis in
the United States.

will enable the old machines to focus on
the production of paper for corrugating
and industrial uses, achieving greater
efficiency. Our subsidiary Edipac, which
has become the most important paper
merchant in the country, will become a
sales representative of International Paper
in the Chilean market.

In other areas, CMPC Forestry has notably
been distinguished as one of the 35 best
companies to work for in Chile, according
to the 2007 study, Great Place to Work.
It was also awarded the prize “Effective
Action 2006” by the Chilean Insurance
Association, for its work on staff healthy
and safety over the last three years.

What should be highlighted in the area
managed by CMPC Tissue?

What were the business results of CMPC
Paper?

The economic situation of the countries
in which this subsidiary has operations
showed good growth compared with
last year. There was an increase of 11% in
consolidated physical sales and 18% in
income. In 2007, there was a turnover of
US$670 million and Ebdit was US$107
million (double the amount of five years
ago); share profitability was 17%.

The sales of our subsidiary CMPC Paper
are a good reflection of the economies of
Chile and export markets. The consolidated
physical sales were 880,000 tonnes in 2007,
with an increase of 12% compared with
2006, whilst turnover reached US$690
million, 17% more than the previous year.

All this was affected by the increase in
energy and fibre costs as well as labour
costs, a situation afflicting the tissue
businesses of all countries.
What projects are being considered in this
business area?

Papeles Cordillera had a very important
achievement, namely an agreement with
International Paper of Brazil for the supply
of white printing and writing paper, which

Due to strong growth expected in physical
sales in the countries in which we are
competing, a decision has been made
to undertake a number of investment

projects. Five new paper machines have
been approved for CMPC Tissue, which
will be installed in Chile, Argentina, Peru,
Uruguay and Mexico. This is complemented
by the necessary investment in conversion,
in line with expected growth. The
investment plan totals US$150 million,
and from the second half of 2008 this will
allow to increase sales in these countries
and exports to Brazil, Ecuador, Bolivia,
Paraguay, Colombia and part of Central
America.
How was the year for CMPC Paper
Products?
All the companies of this subsidiary
(Envases Impresos, Envases Roble Alto,
Propa and Chimolsa in Chile; Forsac
in Peru and Fabi in Argentina) achieved
growth in sales and profits.
What investments are being developed in
this subsidiary?
In this area we have also been investing in
order to increase capacity and modernize
equipment. Last August a new Propa
production line at Chillán Mill started
operations, which will supply 50 million
multiwall sacks per year. The investment,
including the warehouse expansions, came
to US$8.2 million.

During 2007, we approved projects for
US$6.1 million for our corrugated boxes
subsidiary, (Roble Alto) and US$1.4 million
for our multiwall sack subsidiary in
Argentina (Fabi).
In general, what are the new challenges
for CMPC?
Health and safety, the environment, labour
unrest etc are not unfamiliar to life at our
company nor will they be so in the future.
They have become crucially important in the
development of the businesses. We know
that in order to address these issues properly
we must make sure that we comply with
the law and strengthen our relationship
with communities, their social organizations
and the respective authorities, with which
we must maintain an frank and close
relationship.
What advances have been made in this
area?
The Good Neighbourhood Programmes, the
activities of the Jorge Alessandri Park and
the educational projects carried out by the
CMPC Foundation have allowed us to obtain
ongoing recognition from our neighbours
and public and private institutions at a
national level. In 2007 we had the honour

of receiving an important prize from the
National Environment Commission and
the College of Architects of Chile, for the
Jorge Alessandri Park and its contribution
to landscape architecture and the
improvement of industrial surroundings.
What is the company policy in terms of
labour?
We believe that it is necessary to have
a good and open relationship with our
workers, not only with the people who
work directly for us, but also with the
independent contractors who work at
our installations every day. Although
their contractual relationship is not our
responsibility, their working conditions are.
We try to ensure that these contractors
that supply services formulate and apply
policies for their workers, regarding human
resources and health and safety, which are
compatible with the corporate culture and
the reality of the businesses to which they
apply.

Genetic improvements in forest species

Looking to the future

The Forestry Technology
Management of CMPC
Forestry, has achieved
advances in the growth and
quality of pine and eucalyptus
wood and is also carrying
out research to face possible
climate change.

Through its own detailed research and
a network of international technical
organisations in the USA, UK, Australia,
South Africa, New Zealand and Brazil and
other countries, CMPC Forestry focusses
on improving the properties of pine and
eucalyptus wood which are relevant to
the industrial processes of the company
and its customers, and making them
suitable for the most extreme climatic
conditions.
Gains of between 18% and 30% in the
growth rate of pine and eucalyptus have
been achieved thanks to the genetic
improvement programmes developed
for these species respectively since 1975
and 1990.
Thus it will be possible to reduce the
harvest time of pine from 25 years
to between 18 and 20 years, and the
growth period of eucalyptus, which is
currently 12 to 14 years, to between 8 and
12 years in the future. “This will enable
costs to be reduced and will guarantee
medium and long term industrial
expansion for CMPC”, explains Daniel

Contesse, Manager of Forest Technology
for CMPC Forestry.
Through genetic selection processes,
this organization has also managed to
produce trees that reduce the quantity
of wood required to produce a tonne
of pulp by 8-13%, which, among other
benefits, will enable to reduce costs
and eventually to increase pulp output
using the same equipment. In the
case of radiata pine, efforts have been
concentrated on improving, amongst
other properties, the pulping ability of
the wood which comes from thin trees,
through the genetic selection of trees
that have a high basic density at an early
age (6 to 10 years).
Advances have also been made in frost
tolerance. Eucalyptus hybrids have
been created which are now able to
withstand temperatures down to -10ºC
(four degrees colder than the original
Eucalyptus globulus).
As a matter of priority and urgency,

all these results in research and
development are being transferred to
the commercial plantations through the
company’s nurseries.
Climate Change
In order to face the long-term risk of
eventual climate change, the company
is creating and testing genotpyes (new
varieties of trees) capable of adapting
to extreme conditions and producing
quality products. This is accomplished
through forming hybrids with species
with greater tolerance to the cold,
drought or wind. Thus, they will be able
absorb eventual climate risks to the
business, and/or be grown in areas with
more extreme climate conditions.
In addition, the company is starting to
develop varieties with resistance and
tolerance to pests and diseases, given
that “these could be the main threats
with regard to long-term change, or
specific short-term events”, according to
Daniel Contesse.

Gabriel Spoerer

General Manager of CMPC Port Company

To meet all the pulp shipment schedules was one of the
greatest achievements of 2007, given the sharp increase
in the volumes exported.

Our port logistics
Effective coordination between
business management, the production
plants and CMPC Port Business, in
addition to considerable improvements
in efficiency at the ports, enabled the
logistical challenge to be overcome,
increasing the volumes exported by
CMPC Pulp by 68% following the start
of Line 2 operations at Santa Fe Mill at
the end of 2006.
In 2007, the unloading rate from train
wagons from the company’s three mills
reached 450 tonnes per hour; stacking in
port warehouses was more than 5 tonnes
per m2, and the rate of unloading onto

special ships, Open Hatch Gantry Crane,
was more than 20,000 tonnes per day.
The loading of wood pulp onto
containers is mainly carried out at
San Vicente Port, and the shipments
of break bulk loads, at Lirquén and
Coronel ports, all located no more than
180 km from Laja, Pacífico and Santa Fe
Mills. “The ports are chosen according
to warehouse availability and space for
ships to be loaded quickly”, explained
Gabriel Spoerer, General Manager of
CMPC Port Company, a company that
administrates the selection of ports
and the distribution of cargos from
the mills and sawmills of all CMPC
subsidiaries.
CMPC Port Company also makes sure
that the necessary conditions exist so
that the products arrive at their final
destination in excellent conditions.
For domestic shipment the basic
requirements are train wagons specially
designed for pulp transportation, with
doors that slide back on both sides
and smooth floors; the use of cranes
with clamps for handling pulp units,
according to their dimensions and

weight, which depends on their quality
and which mill they came from. The port
warehouses must have smooth floors,
adapted for rail access, with dimensions
allowing wide stacking and must be free
from contaminants. The ships’ holds,
in addition to these conditions, must
also have smooth walls preferably box
shaped, with no metal jutting out and
with adequate ventilation systems and
covers to create an hermetic seal.
The stowage must be compact to avoid
the cargo moving during the voyage, and
it must be positioned for easier unloading
at destination.
CMPC Port Company remains in
constant contact with the ports and
the subsidiaries of the CMPC holding
through radio contact incorporated into
its online systems, and SAP links.
For 2008, this company has proposed
to reduce the time taken to process the
export documentation for pulp. To achieve
this, it will send electronic distribution
guides from the mills to the loading
ports, and it will coordinate the design of
an automated control system with the
National Customs Service.
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• In 2007, highlighting its market diversification
strategy, 56% of CMPC consolidated sales
corresponded to exports from Chile, and 14% to
sales by foreign subsidiaries.

• The world economy growth rate slowed
down during 2007 and market pulp demand,
although still robust, reacted accordingly. In this
context, China has been a determinant factor,
capturing around 60% of the global market pulp
demand growth. From the supply side, a series of
fortuitous events imposed severe restrictions to
the full capacity utilization in many mills in the
world - wood shortages, labour actions, freight
restrictions, major equipment failures - all of them,
along with the US dollar weakness, had a direct
impact on prices.
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• A significant increase in sales due the
commissioning and consolidation of new
projects, the increase in forest harvesting and
better prices for most products, led to strong
growth in the EBITDA of the company.
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• The forestry subsidiary of CMPC reached a
record number of plantations with over 30,000
during 2007.

Forestry Assets 2007
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• The contribution made by the pulp business
to the consolidated EBITDA grew significantly in
2007, mainly due to the large increase in sales /
production volumes.

EBITDA according to Business Area 2006-2007
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• Almost 12,000 people work at CMPC. In 2007,
1,688 joined the company.
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CMPC PULP
• The successful sart-up process of Santa Fe Line 2,
allowed to increase market pulp sales last year by
68% reaching 1.56 million tonnes.

• The additional capacity enabled CMPC Pulp
to meet growing demand from Asian markets,
the destination of 48% of CMPC Pulp’s exports.

Market Pulp Sales 1991-2007
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• Ebitda of CMPC Pulp reached US$ 505.2 million,
double last year’s figure.

Operating Results

Market Pulp Exports by Region 2006
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• For the first time in the history of the Company, a
major investment project start-up was coincident
with an upward trend in market prices.
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Notes
(1) Pacifico Mill start-up as a joint venture with Simpson Paper
–February 1992.
(2) Laja Mill upgrade start-up – May 1997. CMPC bought 100% of
Pacifico and Santa Fe mills – December 1997.
(3) Start-up Santa Fe Line 2 – December 2006.

OTHERS
3%

AMERICA
15%

Production and distribution of pulp based on Radiata Pine and Eucalyptus. The mills are
Pacifico (500,000 tonnes Radiata Pine), Laja (360,000 tonnes Radiata Pine) and Santa Fe
(1.2 million tonnes Eucalyptus). This pulp is exported to countries in Asia, Europe, Oceania
and the Americas.

CMPC PULP

Overseas Representatives
Argentina
Productos Forestales S.A.
PROFORSA
Laprida 3278 piso 2, oficina 43
1642 San Isidro, Buenos Aires
Tel: (54-11) 473 52733
Fax: (54-11) 473 52740

France
Unifibra S.A.
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
CH-1208 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: (41-22) 707 4102
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062

Australia
Silvania Resources, Inc.
1820 N. Corporate Lakes Blvd.
Suite 307
Weston, Florida 33326
USA
Tel: (1-954) 385 4890
Fax: (1-425) 944 1836

Germany, Austria and Eastern
Europe
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100

Benelux Countries
Euro Fibres SPRL
18 Avenue Lavoisier
B-1300 Wavre
Belgium
Tel: (32-10) 237 450
Fax: (32-10) 237 452
Bolivia
Hein Ltda.
Avda. Arce 2396
La Paz
Tel: (591-2) 244 2786
(591-2) 244 0945
Fax: (591-2) 244 1188

India
Seascope Pulp & Paper Pvt. Ltd.
158/33 Laxmi Industrial States
New Link Road, Andheri (West)
Mumbai 400 053
Tel: (91-22) 404 90000
Fax: (91-22) 404 90050
Indonesia
Cellmark Interindo Trade Pt.
JI. Raya Jatiwaringin No 54
Pondok, Gede
17411 Jakarta
Tel: (62-21) 848 0130
Fax: (62-21) 848 0140

Italy
Brazil
Claudio Maresca, Representante CMP Cellulosa Marketing SARL
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
Rua Itapicuru, 369 - piso 10
CH-1208 Geneva
Conj. 1003, Perdizes
Switzerland
05006 - 000 Sao Paulo - SP
Tel: (41-22) 707 4101
Tel: (55-11) 386 41119
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062
Fax: (55-11) 367 57519
China
CellMark AB, Shanghai Office
Room 2007, Rui Jin Building
205 South Mao Ming Road
Shanghai 200020
Tel: (86-21) 647 30266
Fax: (86-21) 647 30030
CMPC Europe Limited
5 Dukes Gate
Acton Lane
London W4 5DX
Tel: (44-20) 899 69960
Fax: (44-20) 899 69967
Colombia
Herzig & Cía. S.A.
Carrera 50 N 6-41
Medellín
Tel: (57-4) 255 2122
Fax: (57-4) 285 5805
Ecuador
Alter Cia Ltda.
Almagro 1550 y Pradera
Edificio P.A. Kingman, piso 4B
Quito
Tel: (593-2) 290 5531
Fax: (593-2) 256 4571

Japan
Hirom Corporation
Toto Building 6th Floor
5-1-4 Toranomon
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0001
Tel: (81-3) 5733 5893
Fax: (81-3) 5733 5894
Korea
HB Corporation
4th Fl. HB Bldg., 627-17 Sinsa-Dong,
Kangnam-Gu
Seoul, 135-895
Tel: (82-2) 344 85131
Fax: (82-2) 344 85132
Mexico
Paxell International S.A. de CV.
Fuente de Pirámides No 1-506
Tecamachalco Mex.
53950 México
Tel: (52-55) 293 1403
Fax: (52-55) 293 1377
Peru
Inunsa S.A.
Av. Mariategui # 218
Lima 11
Tel: (51-1) 471 8990
Fax: (51-1) 470 6061

South Africa
Dennis C. Money Esq.
c/o Bimac International
58A Curzon Road
Bryanston, Sandton
South Africa
Tel: (27-11) 462 9238
Fax: (27-11) 462 2493
Spain
Northern Pulp Cellulose Sales S.A.
Almagro 21
28010 Madrid
Tel: (34-91) 310 1526
Fax: (34-91) 319 1910
Switzerland
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100
Taiwan
Beauflex International Corp.
9F-1, N° 36, Alley 38, Lane 358,
Rueiguand Rd., Neihu District.,
Taipei 114
Tel: (886-2) 2658 5199
Fax: (886-2) 2658 5196
Thailand
CellMark (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
2024/139-140 Rimtangrodfai Road
Prakanong, Bangkok 10250
Tel: (66 -2) 333 1300
Fax: (66-2) 333 1299
United Kingdom
F.G. Evans & Co. (Pulp) Ltd.
Quinta
Wheeleer End Common
High Wycombe, Bucks HP14 3NJ
U.K.
Tel: (44-1494) 883 657
Fax: (44-1494) 880 964
Uruguay
Arturo Nogueira Representaciones
18 de Julio 1044 piso 2
Esc.204
Montevideo
Tel: (598-2) 902 0630
Fax: (598-2) 902 0630
USA
International Forest Products Corp.
One Patriot Place
Foxboro, Ma. 02035
Tel: (1-508) 698 4600
Fax: (1-508) 698 1500
Venezuela
CellMark Pulp & Paper Inc.
C/O Rero, C.A.
Torre Phelps, Piso 19, Of. A.
Plaza Venezuela
Caracas, 1010-A
Tel: (58-212) 781 9501/2476
Fax: (58-212) 781 5932/6976

